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Abstract. During a 1990 CIDOC meeting in Athens the idea was born of using a semantic network – based
framework for the purposes of museum documentation. Two years later, CLIO, a pioneering system designed
and built at the Institute of Computer Science, FORTH, using the Semantic Index System implementation of the
Telos knowledge representation language was installed at the Benaki Museum, heavily involved in requirements
definition. At that early time, CLIO allowed extremely dense linking of information, access by unlimited
chained references, expression of abstract properties and various ways of joint temporal and spatial assignment,
as well as the extension and modification of the data schema by the users, thus supporting the easy adaptation of
the system to the field of work and the evolution of knowledge.
The significance of the CLIO system lies in that it explicitly acknowledged and addressed the evolving,
incomplete and conflicting nature of knowledge, the variety of required documentation structures, and the need
for typed associations, as opposed to opaque references, in order to support reasoning over documentation data.
It was a precursor to current systems employing Semantic Web technologies. Most importantly, though, it
explicitly introduced an ontology and served as the seed from which CIDOC CRM grew.
In this retrospective we mostly discuss the path taken by conceptual and technical developments, the main issues
and hurdles encountered in terms of documentation and data curation practices, cognitive overhead, information
visualization and information access, and the current challenges in building ontology-driven, semantic-network
museum information systems.
Keywords: Cultural Documentation, Semantic Networks, Knowledge Representation, CIDOC CRM

1 Cultural documentation and the CLIO system
The documentation requirements of cultural heritage range from keeping a simple log of objects for the
management and care of collections to recording a wide range of scientific and scholarly information aiming to
support curatorial work and cultural research. Accordingly, documentation can be coarsely distinguished into
administrative, using a fixed set of data mainly to support administrative functions and to provide basic
information, and cultural, aiming at maintaining an evolving body of knowledge about objects, pertinent to
study, research and publication.
The drive towards higher accountability of museums over the management of their collections (Roberts
1985), the pursuit of standardization and efficiency in managing increasingly large collections (Parry 2007), and
the wide availability of microcomputers in the developed world in the 1980s led to the widespread adoption of
mostly flat file or hierarchical data base systems by museums, supporting the production of printed inventories
and the formulation of queries over basic collection information (Roberts 1993). By the early 1990s, large
museums increasingly adopted relational data base management systems, ideally suited for organizing
information in table format, value-based search and report generation, and designed to support collections
management procedures such as acquisition, loan management, and condition reporting. In tandem, museums
such as the National Gallery in London adopted mostly "closed" information systems to provide multimedia
information addressed to the public in the form of interactive exhibits, featuring fixed sets of information and
navigation paths, and developed ad hoc as standalone applications dissociated from the museum documentation
system (Hoffos 1992; Dallas 1994).
While addressing the administrative needs of collection care and management, and communication
with the public, information systems available to museums in the early 1990s were not intended to support
collections-based knowledge work as cultural documentation systems. In museums with heterogeneous
collections ranging from fine art to archaeology and ethnographic objects, such as the Benaki Museum in
Athens, curators dedicated much of their time in developing and managing knowledge about objects, not just in
the form of compiling documentation records, but also through research notes, interpretive materials, exhibition
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catalogues and scholarly publication. Their work included accessing information not just about objects, but also
a broad spectrum of historical and social subjects related to them: places, events, people, ideas and associations
with cultural meanings. Much object-related information only made sense if it was clearly connected to its
provenance: the date assigned to an artefact, the attribution of a work to an artist, were the result of scientific
analysis or scholarly identification, and often the topic of continuing debate between researchers. Even if
collection management systems available at the time were adequate for the needs of collections management,
their inability to capture such aspects of scholarly information about museum objects, object history and cultural
associations made them of little value for scholarly research and curatorial work (Dallas 1992; 1994).
To address these needs, cultural documentation requires therefore recording the entire range of
information that makes up the current knowledge about a set of objects. This includes structured, unstructured
and multimedia data and is characterized by a high degree of linking, large variety of references and
classifications, broad usage of abstract relations and the need for multiple, mainly referential access. Moreover,
this information is incomplete, expected to be enriched but rarely modified, accumulating layers of possibly
conflicting information that should be retained, along with its provenance, rather than resolved. No information
system at that time addressed these requirements.
In this light, the CLIO system was developed at the Institute of Computer Science, Foundation of
Research and Technology - Hellas to fulfill the requirements of cultural, rather than administrative,
documentation of collections in the domain of museums and cultural heritage. While initially conceived to
address the needs of curatorial knowledge work in the Benaki Museum and the Historical Museum of Crete,
CLIO was designed with the broader needs of collections-based cultural documentation in mind. Information
was organized in CLIO as a knowledge base according to a specifically designed semantic model
(Constantopoulos 1994). The functional kernel of CLIO is the Semantic Index System (SIS), see
(Constantopoulos & Doerr 1993), built at the Institute of Computer Science, which in turn features a high
performance implementation of the Telos knowledge representation language (Mylopoulos et al. 1990). The
construction of CLIO allows extremely dense linking of information, access by unlimited chained references,
expression of historical and cultural context as well as of abstract properties, joint temporal and spatial
assignment in absolute or relative terms, and recording alternative, possibly conflicting information along with
the respective sources. Information is presented in graphical or textual form and an extensible list of predefined
queries is offered. A particularly important feature is the uniform treatment of schema and data, enabling the
immediate extension and modification of the schema by the users themselves. This information “plasticity” has
far reaching consequences with regard to the scope, content and practice of documentation: the knowledge
captured by the documentation system evolves dynamically and the information curators are empowered with
direct control over its organization. In this sense, CLIO can be characterized as an "open" knowledge base.
“Closed” information bases for the public can be generated from it. Finally, CLIO offers an interface to an
administrative documentation system. The requirements analysis for the CLIO system has been performed in
close cooperation with the Benaki Museum and the Historical Museum of Crete, while the development of the
system was partly funded by the STRIDE and ESPRIT programmes in the first half of the 1990s.

2 Knowledge representation
The Telos knowledge representation language (its structural part in particular) has been used for representing
knowledge in CLIO. This offers the general mechanisms of attribution, classification and generalization,
common in most semantic and object-oriented conceptual data models, and, in addition, it supports the explicit
treatment of metaclasses organized in levels of instantiation, and completely equal treatment of entities and
relations/properties, resulting in great expressiveness and flexibility. Both entities and relations/properties are
essentially Telos propositions with unique identity, implemented as objects in SIS, the engine of CLIO.
Attribution is a general mechanism for representing the properties of an object as relations between the
object and the values of the properties, also considered as objects. Classification defines classes of objects on the
basis of common properties. An atomic object is declared as instance (member) of one or more classes. Classes
are considered both as sets and as objects with unique identity, instances of meta-classes (sets of sets), and so
on. Thus, successive levels of instantiation arise: tokens, classes, meta-classes, etc. Generalization defines a
subclass-superclass (subset) relation between classes at the same level of instantiation, characterized by the
inheritance of properties: when class A is subclass of B, it inherits all the properties of B and is differentiated
from it either by having additional properties of its own, or by restricting the value range of certain inherited
ones. Classification and generalization are both multiple, i.e. an object can belong to several classes and a class
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can have several superclasses. This directly supports the development of faceted information structures. As a
matter of practice, classes are mainly used to capture the nature, or fundamental defining properties, of objects,
while attributes render various relevant properties and relations. Since objects can be entities or
properties/relations, this knowledge representation framework enjoys high expressive power. Higher levels of
instantiation, i.e. metaclasses, metametaclasses, etc., enable the formulation of modeling templates and of
abstract properties which are of interest as such even when instantiated differently in particular cases (e.g.,
partition, overlapping, creation, measurement interval).

3 Ontology of CLIO
Recognizing the futility of trying to design an all-encompassing conceptual model for cultural documentation,
capable of adequately serving the information needs of scientific research in different domains, was the driving
force behind the definition of a parsimonious, general model for CLIO, specific to no particular domain but
amenable to specialization as needed. This led the design team to explicitly adopting an ontological approach
resulting in a model that was a radical departure from the prevailing relational documentation models of the
time. The CLIO ontology includes concepts of matter, location, occurrence, quantity, mankind, spiritual creation
and naming, as well as relations between them, and is presented in detail in (Christoforaki et al. 1992). The
CLIO model categories subsume those of the CIDOC/ICOM fine arts documentation standard at the time of its
conception. Below we provide a very brief review.
The concepts of matter account for the kinds and the structure of physical objects, the elements of their
appearance, the distinction into natural and artificial, composition or construction materials, special information
concerning fine art objects and museum objects, descriptions of style and ornamentation, and kinds of tools. The
concepts of location define absolute and relative location, orientation and various topological relations. The
concepts of occurrence address the fundamental notions of event as a point in time and space, and existence as a
set of events delimited by a beginning and an end, and include categories of events of particular significance
such as activity, use, creation, etc. The concepts of quantity distinguish between physical, arithmetic and
numismatic quantities, elaborate their kinds, and define ways of measurement. The latter are distinguished on
one hand into absolute, defined with respect to conventional coordinate systems (e.g., chronology, location), and
relative, expressing magnitudes in given measurement systems (e.g., time, distance, area, volume, weight); and
on the other into exact, yielding a single value, and approximate, yielding a range of values. The concepts of
mankind concern the description of persons and of manifestations of organization, such as group, membership,
institution. The concepts of spiritual creation essentially differentiate the product of spiritual creation from its
physical embodiments. Finally, a system for naming and identification is defined.

4 Implementation and applications of CLIO
The structure of the CLIO system together with its functional incorporation in an integrated museum
information system are shown in Fig. 1. Such an integrated system offers combined administrative and cultural
documentation functionality by interfacing respective autonomous systems. Administrative and multimedia data
are acquired and managed by the administrative documentation system, using a relational data base management
system to store them. Part of the administrative data is also imported into the cultural documentation system for
purposes of object identification and matching certain basic information. Furthermore, multimedia data are
retrieved from the common store for presentation by the cultural documentation system. Details about the
architecture of the integrated museum information system, designed at the Institute of Computer Science,
FORTH, and of CLIO, as part of it, can be found in (Theodoridou et al. 1992). In the sequel the structure and
function of CLIO are briefly presented.
CLIO consists of three subsystems: the semantic index (knowledge base), the user interface and the
communication interface. The semantic index stores and manages information organized according to the
knowledge representation model (see Sections 2 and 3), using SIS. The communication interface comprises the
data transport system, performing batch import of selected data from the administrative to the cultural
documentation system, and the retrieval of multimedia data. Finally, the user interface mediates the functions of
the system to the user, thus determining its perceived behaviour. The user interface is highly adaptable without
reprogramming. The functions of the user interface are distributed to three subsystems: data entry, information
retrieval and browsing, and multimedia display. Most important, from a functional point of view, are the first
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two.
Data entry is carried out through a special form offering guidance and vocabulary support and control.
The data entry form is dynamic, in that it adapts to the current task automatically. The data entry function uniformly addresses both the entry of data conforming to a given schema and the modification of schema
information. Thus, the modification of an information structure is a simple task subject, of course, to
authorization constraints.
The information retrieval and browsing subsystem returns views of the knowledge base in graphical or
textual form (see Figs. 2, 3). Each browsing step takes an item, called query target, as point of reference.
Queries may involve objects directly related to the query target through specific relation types (1st order queries,
Fig. 2), or express recursive searches generating chains of objects and relations rooted at the query target
(recursive queries, Fig. 3), or address combinations of attribute- or classification- based predicates (search card,
Fig. 4). General or frequent queries are offered in lists of predefined queries for ease of use. These are easily
configured to match the terminology and requirements of the field of work. Most notably, predefined queries
can be abstract expressions with context-sensitive semantics depending on the situation (e.g., "main
characteristics", Fig. 3). A session history module prevents disorientation and facilitates repeating previous
transactions.
Due to the implementation of the underlying SIS engine, the execution of recursive queries in CLIO is
particularly efficient (in fact, two orders of magnitude faster than on relational systems of those days), thus
CLIO
stood out in its time for its capacity to exploit graph traversal at a realistic scale. The predefined recursive
queries of CLIO include: Classification Tree, Get Main Characteristics Of, Get Parts Of Object, Get Parts of
Kind, Get Temporal Bounds, Get Spatial Bounds, Get History Of. Navigation through the semantic network of
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the CLIO knowledge base is driven by the successive choices of query target. Referential access to information
was found to match a large part of the users’ information seeking behaviour. This is well matched by the then
unique feature of CLIO to equally manage information at the categorical and the factual levels.
6.2. ≈Ò˘ÙfiÛÂÈÚ 1ÁÚ Ù‹ÓÂ˘Ú
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Fig. 2. 1st order query, text view

Fig. 3. Recursive query, graph view

›Ì·Ì ıÔÍ·Ù‹ÎÔ„Ô ·¸ ÂÈÎÔ„›Ú. œÈ ÂÈÎÔ„›Ú ·ıÙ›Ú ÂflÌ·È ÂÍÙÂÎ›ÛÈÏÂÚ (‰ÁÎ·‰Á ··ÈÙÔ˝ÌÙ·È
·ÒÔıÛÈ‹ÊÔÌÙ·È Ù· ·ÔÙÂÎ›ÛÏ·Ù· Ù˘Ì ÂÒ˘ÙfiÛÂ˘Ì
6.3. ¡Ì·‰ÒÔÏÈÍ›Ú ÒÔÍ·ËÔÒÈÛÏ›ÌÂÚ ÂÒ˘ÙfiÛÂÈÚ
101ÛÂ ÏÔÒˆfi ÍÂÈÏ›ÌÔı, ·ˆÔ˝ ı‹Ò˜ÂÈ Á
‹ÌÙ· ‰ıÔ ‚fiÏ·Ù· „È· ÙÁÌ ÂÍÙ›ÎÂÛÁ ÏÈ·Ú ÂÈÎÔ„fiÚ, ·Í¸ÏÁ Í·È ·Ì Ô ıÔÍ·Ù‹ÎÔ„ÔÚ ›˜ÂÈ Ï¸ÌÔ
‰ıÌ·Ù¸ÙÁÙ· ÂÍÙ¸Ú ·¸ Ù· ÔÌ¸Ï·Ù· Ù˘Ì ÔÌÙÔÙfiÙ˘Ì Ì· ·ÒÔıÛÈ‹ÊÔÌÙ·È Í·È ÔÒÈÛÏ›Ì· ·¸
Ïfl·). œÈ ÂÍÙÂÎ›ÛÈÏÂÚ ÂÈÎÔ„›Ú ÂflÌ·È ÂÒÈÙ˛ÛÂÈÚ ÙÁÚ ÍÎ‹ÛÁÚ QueryMacro Í·È ·ÔÙÂÎÔ˝Ì
Ù· „Ì˘ÒflÛÏ·Ù‹ ÙÔıÚ.
ÙÈÏ›Ú ÙÔı „Ì˘ÒflÛÏ·ÙÔÚ commands ·¸ ÙÁ SubMenu. ”ÙÔ Û˜fiÏ· 6.4 ˆ·flÌÂÙ·È Ô ÙÒ¸ÔÚ
–ÂÒflÙ˘ÛÁ ÙÁÚ Model ÂflÌ·È Á ÍÎ‹ÛÁ CLIO Ôı ÂÍˆÒ‹ÊÂÈ ÙÁÌ ·ÒÔ˝Û· Âˆ·ÒÏÔ„fi.
·Ò‹ÛÙ·ÛÁÚ Ù˘Ì ÂÒ˘ÙfiÛÂ˘Ì. ‘· ÔÌ¸Ï·Ù· Ù˘Ì ÂÈÎÔ„˛Ì ÂflÌ·È Ù· fl‰È· ÏÂ Ù· ÔÌ¸Ï·Ù· Ù˘Ì
‘Ô „Ì˛ÒÈÛÏ· uiMenus ·flÒÌÂÈ ÙÁÌ ÙÈÏfi CLIOMenus Ôı ÂflÌ·È ÂÒflÙ˘ÛÁ ÙÁÚ MenuDe„Ì˘ÒÈÛÏ‹Ù˘Ì Ôı ·ÔÙÂÎÔ˝Ì ÂÒÈÙ˛ÛÂÈÚ ÙÔı „Ì˘ÒflÛÏ·ÙÔÚ commands ›ÙÛÈ Ô ·Ì·„Ì˛ÛÙÁÚ
scription ÏÂ ÙÈÏ›Ú ÛÙ· „Ì˘ÒflÛÏ·Ù· subMenus, retrievalMenu, viewMenu ÙÔıÚ ·ÌÙflÛÙÔÈ˜ÔıÚ
ÏÔÒÂfl Ì· Ûı„ÍÒflÌÂÈ ÙÔ ÏÔÌÙ›ÎÔ ÏÂ ÙÁÌ ÙÂÎÈÍfi ·ÒÔıÛfl·ÛÁ Ôı ˆ·flÌÂÙ·È ÛÙÔ Û˜fiÏ· 6.3.
Í·Ù·Î¸„ÔıÚ ÂÈÎÔ„˛Ì ÏÂ ÒÔÍ·ËÔÒÈÛÏ›ÌÂÚ ÂÒ˘ÙfiÛÂÈÚ.
œÈ ÂÈÎÔ„›Ú ÙÔı ·Ò˜ÈÍÔ˝ Í·Ù·Î¸„Ôı ·ˆÔÒÔ˝Ì „ÂÌÈÍ›Ú ›ÌÌÔÈÂÚ ÙÔı ÏÔÌÙ›ÎÔı. œÈ ›ÌÌÔÈÂÚ
·ıÙ›Ú ÂflÌ·È ÔÈ ÛıÎÎÔ„›Ú ÙÔı ÏÔıÛÂflÔı, Ù· ·ÌÙÈÍÂflÏÂÌ·, Ù· ıÎÈÍ‹, ÔÈ ˜ÒfiÛÂÈÚ, Á ÂÏˆ‹ÌÈÛÁ,
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Ù· ÂÒ„·ÎÂfl·, Ù· Ò¸Û˘·, ÔÈ ÙÔÔËÂÛflÂÚ, ÔÈ ÂÒflÔ‰ÔÈ, ÔÈ ÙÂ˜ÌÈÍ›Ú Í·È ÔÈ ‰È·ÍÔÛÏfiÛÂÈÚ.

≈Ò˘ÙfiÛÂÈÚ 1ÁÚ Ù‹ÓÂ˘Ú

≈Ó·flÒÂÛÁ ·ÔÙÂÎÂfl Á Ò˛ÙÁ ÂÈÎÔ„fi ÙÔı Í·Ù·Î¸„Ôı Ôı ÂÈ„Ò‹ˆÂÙ·È General Queries
ÃÂ ÙÔÌ ¸ÒÔ ÂÒ˘ÙfiÛÂÈÚ Ò˛ÙÁÚ Ù‹ÓÂ˘Ú ÂÒÈ„Ò‹ˆÔÌÙ·È ÂÍÂflÌÂÚ ÔÈ ÂÒ˘ÙfiÛÂÈÚ Ôı ·) ‰ÂÌ ÂflÌ·È
Í·È Ï›Û˘ Ù˘Ì ÂÈÎÔ„˛Ì ÙÁÚ ÏÔÒÂfl Ì· ‹ÒÂÈ Í·ÌÂflÚ ˘Ú ·ÔÙ›ÎÂÛÏ· ÙÈÚ ÂÒÈÙ˛ÛÂÈÚ ÏÈ·Ú
·Ì·‰ÒÔÏÈÍ›Ú Í·È ‚) ›˜ÔıÌ ÛıÌfiË˘Ú ·ÔÙ›ÎÂÛÏ· ÛÂ ÏÔÒˆfi ÍÂÈÏ›ÌÔı. º˘Ú ·Ì·ˆ›ÒËÁÍÂ
ÔÌÙ¸ÙÁÙ·Ú (List Objects Of Kind), ÙÈÚ ÔÌÙ¸ÙÁÙÂÚ Ù˘Ì ÔÔfl˘Ì Ïfl· ÔÌÙ¸ÙÁÙ· ÂflÌ·È ÂÒflÙ˘ÛÁ
ÛÙÁÌ ÒÔÁ„Ô˝ÏÂÌÁ ·Ò‹„Ò·ˆÔ ÔÈ ÂÒ˘ÙfiÛÂÈÚ ·ıÙÔ˝ ÙÔı Ù˝Ôı ı‹Ò˜ÔıÌ ÛÙÔ ””≈ Í‹Ù˘ ·¸
(List Kinds Of Object), ÙÈÚ ıÔÍÎ‹ÛÂÈÚ (List Special Kinds Of) Í·È ÙÈÚ ıÂÒÍÎ‹ÛÂÈÚ (ÙÁÌ
List ÂÈÎÔ„fi Queries. º˘Ú ˆ·flÌÂÙ·È ÛÙÔ Û˜fiÏ· 6.3 Í·Ù‹ ÙÁÌ ÂÈÎÔ„fi ·ıÙfi ·ÒÔıÛÈ‹ÊÂÙ·È
General Kinds Of) ÏÈ·Ú ÔÌÙ¸ÙÁÙ·Ú 1 . œ Î¸„ÔÚ Ôı ı‹Ò˜ÔıÌ ÔÈ ÂÒ˘ÙfiÛÂÈÚ ·ıÙ›Ú ÓÂ˜˘ÒÈÛÙ‹
›Ì·Ú Í·Ù‹ÎÔ„ÔÚ ·¸ ÂÈÎÔ„›Ú Í‹ËÂ Ïfl· ·¸ ÙÈÚ ÔÔflÂÚ ·ÔÙÂÎÂflÙ·È ·¸ ›Ì·Ì ‹ÎÎÔ Í·Ù‹ÎÔ„Ô
ÂflÌ·È ¸ÙÈ ·) Ô ˜ÒfiÛÙÁÚ ÏÔÒÂfl Ì· ÙÈÚ ˜ÒÁÛÈÏÔoÈÂfl Ûı˜Ì‹ Í·È „È'·ıÙ¸ ÂflÌ·È Í·ÎıÙÂÒ·
·¸ ÂÍÙÂÎ›ÛÈÏÂÚ
Î›ÔÌ ÂÌÙÔÎ›Ú.
Fig. 4. Multicriteria
query, search
card ”˝Ïˆ˘Ì· ÏÂ ÙÔ ÏÔÌÙ›ÎÔ Ôı ·ÒÔıÛÈ‹ÛÙÁÍÂ ·Ò·‹Ì˘,

”˜fiÏ· 6.5: « ÂÈÎÔ„fi Retrieval „È· ÙÁÌ ÛıÎÎÔ„fi Ù˘Ì ·„„Âfl˘Ì

·Ù‹ Û˝Ï‚·ÛÁ ÏÂ ÙÔÌ ¸ÒÔ Object ÂÌÌÔÂflÙ·È Á ÂÒflÙ˘ÛÁ, ÛıÌfiË˘Ú ÛÂ ÂflÂ‰Ô Token, ÂÌ˛ ÏÂ ÙÔÌ ¸ÒÔ Kind
Ô Ò˛ÙÔÚ
Í‹ÔÈÔ Âfl‰ÔÚ ÍÎ‹ÛÁÚ.
1
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be comprehended.
New concepts were
adopted regarding the differentiation between kinds
and instances of museum objects, but also the broadening of the meaning of an event, as anything to be analyzed
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ÙÔ ÏÂÙ·‚·ÙÈÍ¸ ÂÒfl‚ÎÁÏ· ÏÈ·Ú Û˜›ÛÁÚ. ∏ÙÛÈ ‰flÌÔÌÙ·Ú ›Ì·Ì Í¸Ï‚Ô ÙÔı ÛÁÏ·ÛÈÔÎÔ„ÈÍÔ˝
approach and the uniform treatment of schema and data were a real challenge for museum collections curators,
‰ÈÍÙ˝Ôı ˘Ú ·Ò˜ÈÍ¸, Í·Ë˛Ú Í·È Ïfl· fi ÂÒÈÛÛ¸ÙÂÒÂÚ Í·ÙÁ„ÔÒflÂÚ fi ÏÂÙ·Í·ÙÁ„ÔÒflÂÚ „Ì˘ÒÈÛÏ‹Ù˘Ì,
who were used to think and work rather differently (Dallas & Dionissiadou 1993). Conceptual analysis of the
·Ò˜ÈÍ‹ Î·Ï‚‹ÌÂÙ·È ÙÔ Û˝ÌÔÎÔ Ù˘Ì Í¸Ï‚˘Ì Ôı ÂflÌ·È ÛıÌ‰Â‰ÂÏ›ÌÔÈ ÏÂ ÙÔÌ ·Ò˜ÈÍ¸ Ï›Û˘
information and its presentation in graphical form advanced the way of treating cultural information and proved
ÙÁÚ Í·ÙÁ„ÔÒfl·Ú (fi ÙÁÚ ÏÂÙ·Í·ÙÁ„ÔÒfl·Ú) „Ì˘ÒÈÛÏ‹Ù˘Ì, Í·È ÏÂÙ‹ „È· Í‹ËÂ ÛÙÔÈ˜ÂflÔ ÙÔı
to be fruitful for the future of the documentation practices followed by the museum ever since. One of the most
ÛıÌ¸ÎÔı ·ıÙÔ˝ Â·Ì·Î·Ï‚‹ÌÂÙ·È Á fl‰È· ‰È·‰ÈÍ·Ûfl·, ˛ÛÔı ÙÔ Û˝ÌÔÎÔ Ù˘Ì Í¸Ï‚˘Ì
important benefits of the semantic approach regarded the clear distinction of a museum object from its
Í‹ÔÈ·Ú Â·Ì‹ÎÁ¯ÁÚ Ì· ÂflÌ·È ÍÂÌ¸. √È· ·Ò‹‰ÂÈ„Ï·, Á ÈÂÒ·Ò˜fl· Ôı ˆ·flÌÂÙ·È ÛÙÔ Û˜fiÏ·
conceptual context, iconographic, linguistic or symbolic. The methodology of differentiating the product of
4.12 Ë· ÏÔÒÔ˝ÛÂ Ì· ÂflÌ·È ·ÔÙ›ÎÂÛÏ· ÏÈ·Ú ·Ì·‰ÒÔÏÈÍfiÚ ÂÒ˛ÙÁÛÁÚ „È· Ù· „Ì˘ÒflÛÏ·Ù·
intellectual creation from the physical embodiment was immensely useful and prevented the museum from
Ôı ÂflÌ·È ÂÒÈÙ˛ÛÂÈÚ ÙÁÚ Í·ÙÁ„ÔÒfl·Ú parts ÏÂ ·Ò˜ÈÍ¸ Í¸Ï‚Ô ÙÁÌ ÍÎ‹ÛÁ Car. ¡Ì·‰ÒÔÏÈÍ›Ú
spending valuable time and resources upon mixing up dissimilar data. The CLIO-MITOS system operated in the
ÂÒ˘ÙfiÛÂÈÚ ÏÔÒÔ˝Ì Ì· „flÌÔıÌ Í·È Í·Ù‹ ÙÁÌ ·ÌÙflÛÙÒÔˆÁ Í·Ù›ıËıÌÛÁ, ‰ÁÎ·‰fi Ë›ÙÔÌÙ·Ú ˘Ú
museum until 2000. Without an evolution lifecycle comparable to commercial applications, the system lagged
·Ò˜ÈÍ¸ ÙÔÌ Í¸Ï‚Ô Cylinder ÛÙÔ Û˜fiÏ· 4.12, ÙÔ ·ÔÙ›ÎÂÛÏ· ÂflÌ·È ÔÈ ÍÎ‹ÛÂÈÚ Engine Í·È
behind in terms of the necessary improvements in order to operate in high availability and fulfill the museum’s
primarily managerial needs. Nevertheless, its influence has been outstanding and marked the further
development of the Benaki Museum’s information systems.
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5 From CLIO to CIDOC CRM and beyond
Over many years, CIDOC and the CIDOC Documentation Standards Working Group (DSWG) have engaged in
the creation of a general data model for museums, with a particular focus on information interchange. Until
1994 the product of these activities had been the CIDOC Relational Data Model. The CLIO system, with its
ontological, “plastic” information model and semantic navigational information access, was proposing a
compelling alternative for scientific documentation to the stiff and bounded relational systems as well as to the
semantics-unaware hypermedia systems of its time. After a presentation of CLIO at the CIDOC meeting in
Washington, D.C., USA in 1994, discussions within CIDOC to take a different approach were accelerated
(Doerr & Dionissiadou 1994). Indeed, in an interim meeting in March 1996 in Crete, the DSWG decided to
engage in an object-oriented approach in order to benefit from its expressive power and extensibility for dealing
with the necessary diversity and complexity of data structures in the domain. This effort resulted in 1999 in the
first complete edition of the "CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model" (CRM), the outcome of the intensive
voluntary work of many contributors, which draws its origins in the CLIO information model (Crofts et al.
1999). In 2006 CIDOC CRM became ISO standard 21127:2006, updated in 2014.
CLIO has proved a catalyst for the advancement of the idea of ontology-based, extensible scientific
documentation systems, as well as of the underlying knowledge representation formalism and methodology and
SIS, the system it was implemented on. Following the development of CLIO, SIS was used to implement a
series of other cultural information systems for documentation and education applications in cultural heritage
organizations and, notably, the terminology management system SIS-TMS, commercially exploited by ICSFORTH until recently, which is capable of handling large vocabularies such as the Getty vocabularies Art and
Architecture Thesaurus, Thesaurus of Geographic Names and Union List of Artist Names. CIDOC CRM which,
as explained, sprang out of CLIO, enjoys increasing uptake, e.g. by the British Museum, and a set of mutually
harmonized extensions, covering museum collections, history, archaeology, library data and the recording of
scientific observations in various disciplines including archaeology, art conservation, geology and biodiversity.
While most users now employ an OWL version, the master copy is still maintained and validated in Telos by
ICS-FORTH on SIS. In the above applications, there is recently an increasing need for using attributes of
attributes and metamodelling, both of which can be done nicely in Telos, but are not among the prominent
features of the currently established ontology languages RDFS and OWL.

6 Where have all the flowers gone?
The significance of the CLIO system lies in that it explicitly acknowledged and addressed the evolving,
incomplete and conflicting nature of knowledge, the variety of required documentation structures, and the need
for typed associations, as opposed to opaque references, in order to support reasoning over documentation data.
It was a precursor to current systems employing Semantic Web technologies. Most importantly, though, it
explicitly introduced an ontology and served as the seed from which CIDOC CRM grew (Doerr & Dionissiadou
1998). The CLIO system itself, however, enjoyed rather limited deployment.
The decade following the development of CLIO, other SIS applications and the definition of CIDOC
CRM witnessed the emergence of Semantic Web technologies, notably RDF, RDFS, and OWL. The
development of these technologies regrettably ignored several previous developments in knowledge
representation models, languages and systems, including the family of Telos. Consequently, these older
technologies, although more refined and in certain respects more effective, proved precocious, a pattern not
uncommon among innovative systems.
On the other hand, the requirements for information management at the categorical and factual levels
that had to be addressed by CLIO triggered the development of innovative human-computer interaction
functionality. In particular, the chief HCI design challenges were: the hybrid graph-based and text-based
treatment of network structures, the effective concealment/exposition of multi-step processes depending on the
context, and the isomorphic treatment of the categorical and the factual levels of information. The first two
challenges are also facing the wider class of Semantic Web - based information systems. The third challenge is
shared with meta-modelling environments, the possible solutions being delimited by the underlying data model
and language.
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7 In perspective
In what concerns documentation systems, the basic philosophy underlying the architecture of Fig. 1 is still valid.
Services are much more distributed, often cloud-based, adhering to linked open data and FAIR principles. Data
are acquired along with their metadata in repositories and various registry and semantic integration services
enable multiple semantic chains of access. Multi-faceted annotation is achieved using curated thesauri. The
underlying conceptual structures must follow development principles conformant with those governing the
development of the CLIO ontology and CIDOC CRM. Therefore the legacy of CLIO, carried by CIDOC CRM,
is essentially methodological. On the data management side, the challenge remains for the Telos school of
thought to influence the current developments of graph databases.
The CLIO system provided an elegant, parsimonious and expressive framework for the symbolic
representation of aspects of artefact knowledge drawn from art historical, ethnographic and archaeological scholarship (Dallas 2009). Thirty five years after its pioneering deployment of CLIO in the Benaki Museum and the
Historical Museum of Crete, the vision of an information system able to capture, index and allow the curation of
evolving cultural knowledge about cultural heritage objects, their historical contexts and associations, remains
current. While major developments in the field of cultural heritage documentation are driven by information
integration, linking and standardization across networked collections and systems, integrated support of
knowledge work such as introduced by CLIO remains still an open challenge. A key priority for future cultural
information systems is their ability to express and accommodate research questions based on the epistemic
discourse, domain knowledge, and object representations of the human sciences (Dallas 2009; Benardou et al.
2010). Perhaps today is a good time to leverage the affordances and innovations of this early experiment in
museum documentation, towards the development of cultural information systems capable of truly supporting
curatorial work and cultural research in the contemporary museum environment.
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